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The learners are all entitled to equity and inclusiveness in the educational field. There should be equity which is fairness in educational opportunities and inclusiveness that is all are accommodated in schools and no one is excluded.

What are the things that cover the equity among students? How can we show that education is inclusive?

In showing equity among learners, they should be given quality instructions. Students are entitled to study and learn the knowledge, skills, competencies, proficiencies and aptitudes that will be contributory to their development and growth.

The learners are also provided with instructional materials, books or even modules. These things may reinforce the learning of every student. The school provides all the necessary things that may assist and aid the learners in the discovery of varied ideas and notions.

They are given a chance to grow and excel. The school gives the learners the opportunities that will make the students develop and grow. The school, with the help of the teachers, motivates every learner to reach greater heights, that is why there is fairness in every opportunity.

They are exposed to different activities for them to shine and showcase their talents and skills. Their interests are being invigorated to explore the things in different undertakings whether in indoor or outdoor.
On the other hand, the inclusiveness may be shown on the way the school welcomes and accommodates every child. All are accepted regardless of age, gender, religion, socio-economic status and the like.

Inclusive educative caters all kinds of learners, all kinds of people from different walks of life. Nobody is excluded, nobody is rejected because the school is the place for all kinds people, for them to avail the educational opportunities.

Moreover, to make inclusiveness be at its best, our educational agency created schools for those who have disabilities and those who are special in nature. There is an alternative education for out-of-school youth and adults, and there is special education for special people.

Indeed, the true meaning of equity and the real essence of inclusiveness are being realized by the Department of Education (DepEd). Kudos to your great accomplishments!
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